


The capability you want.  
The confidence you need.
Nowchem Pharma & Skincare 
specialises in the provision 
of world-class contract 
manufacturing services including 
TGA approved products, coupled 
with market-leading flexibility and 
turnaround times. 

Based in the Shoalhaven for 45+ years, we 
have worked with many of Australia’s leading 
pharmaceutical brands and continue to invest 
heavily in our inhouse capability. Each year, 
our state-of-the-art production and technical 
facilities allow our clients to inject new 
levels of agility and value into their existing 
supply chains. The result is outstanding 
manufacturing efficiencies for volumes up to 
10,000 litres and one-off runs.

Everything we do is supported by long-
established supplier and distribution networks 
to ensure we get our clients’ products to market, 
wherever they need to be.

Nowchem Pharma offers liquid blending, cream 
mixing, sachet, tube and bottle filling with ink jet 
coders and heat shrink wrapping to support the 
packing and filling system.

Diverse and flexible, Nowchem Pharma works 
very closely to not only ensure quality of 
our clients products but also offer Research 
and Development opportunities to assist our 
clients entering new markets or to improve the 
performance of their current products. 

Nowchem is a proud member of ACCORD and 
The Australian Society of Cosmetic Chemists 
to keep us up to date with regulations and new 
industry trends to assist our clients.



The liquid blending facility includes three 3,000L, two 10,000L 
and one 6,000L tanks with connection to the purified water 
main for manufacturing of general products. 

Several 100L to 600L tanks are also available for premix and 
pilot batch manufacturing.

Liquid Blending Facility

Cream Mixing Facility

The cream mixing facility includes two 1,200L tanks and a 
120L heated feed tank allowing for the manufacture of topical 
creams including sunscreens and medicinal products. 

The main mixing facility is supported by 150kg and 250kg 
mixing tanks used for trials and short run requirements.

All filling is conducted in a dedicated clean room offering a 4 
head filler for bottles from 100ml up to 1L, a single head bottom 
up filler for bottles from 1L up to 5L, a tube filling machine for 
tubes from 30ml up to 300ml and a sachet machine.
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